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About This Game

Velocibox is a twitch-heavy action game crafted for the hardcore audience.

Flip, spin and dodge your way through more than 70 deviously designed patterns.

Features an insanely difficult Super Velocibox mode for the uber-hardcore.

So addictive the developer has been called a filthy drug dealer.

Popular YouTube Features

Featured in popular YouTube Let's Plays such as UberHaxorNova, jacksepticeye, Markiplier and more!

"One of the hardest ******* games I think I've ever played." - UberHaxorNova

"This is a whole 'nother realm of twisty-nipple-freshness!" - jackcepticeye

"Yoo-ba-do-bi. Ha-ba-da-bubu. Ha-ba-fu-biii! Haaa! Ha-ba-ja-foo-boo!" - Markiplier
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Important Updates

Party pooping frame rate dependency bug has been fixed.
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played this game for hours subconsiously during skype calls

turns out i just beat it and now there's a ♥♥♥♥ing hard mode

i'm gonna continue playing this game in skype calls

buy this game i like this game. fov is a bit cramped but got used it..

but honestly, why is lvl 4 harder than 5 and 6?. what a game... developers thank uuuuuuu.. can u update this game with more
levels?. The game is simple in design and concept, but winning will only come after a lot of practice. It's some of the most fun
I've ever had failing repeatedly in a video game.. Is there a level 3 ? I think I'll never know.
edit : OMG there it is !. The game has the "f*ck you" frustration elements of Super Hexagon (constantly pressing the spacebar
to restart included) mixed with the "I didn't hit that! This is bullsh*t!" components of Race the Sun.

Fun: 10/10

Gaming Masochism: 10/10

Overall: Level 1; Begin.... I've been following velocibox since it's alpha/beta stages and it's really grown on me. The premise of
the game is really simple, collect 6 cubes per level to advance to the next level. There are 9 levels for normal mode, each with
their own different challenges and obstacles. Losing in any levels causes you to restart the game from level 1 as the game does
not have any checkpoints or saves.

While that may sound rather unfair, each level is finely tuned and well balanced. There are multiple ways to overcome obstacles
in your path, and each challenge often teach players new ways to overcome previous obstacles. Velocibox gives you a very
strong sense of achivement and progression when you're finally able to deal with the levels you've previously cursed and raged
at.

It is by no means an easy game, but it's definitely a rewarding game that you'll come to enjoy playing after hundreds of attempts.
Velocibox is the game that'll get you saying "Just one more try! I can do this!" over and over. Good luck with this game, you're
gonna need it in Super Velocibox mode. Get ready to meet your new best friend: Level 1.. Live. Die. Repeat.
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I absolutely LOVE this game!!!!. Simple, hard, fast, fun. This game is absolutely brilliant and is the best "pure challenge" game
I've ever played. Randomized pattern distribution keeps things fresh and exciting, and encourages creative ways to navigate
through levels, even if you've already cleared them hundreds of times. The controls are rock solid. The sense of satisfaction you
get with every incremental improvement is just the best.

Buy this game. It is absolutely worth the 5 dollars.. stuck on Level 3. again n again.
but its very addicted.

please some update.
. Nice relaxing game to play every now and then. Turn off the in-game music though.. LEVEL 1 BEGIN. I hate these "runner?"
games.

You basically need a controller for this, unless you have cat like reflexes.

If your into this type of game get it when it's 90% off (or in a bundle), otherwise it's not much better than the other 200 of these
games on steam.

To Devs: There should be an achieve for dying 60 times in 1 minute or less.. I still have a headache.. level one begin ∞

. This is a gem. Just bought it. Loved the videos. Is the price too high? No reviews up yet? Wait a little bit!

No, .... no! Head over to the store site and buy it!
It is bloody hard and bloody fun. I have to stop writing the review and have to game on now! Go for level 2! I will make it! ...
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